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Briefly Noted

Слънчогледова нива���4VOĔPXFS�'JFME�CZ�-VENJMB�#BMBCBOPWB�	#VMHBS-
JB܂۴۽ۭۀ����������
�����QBHFT��� ��¤ �����.BUUF�GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�DPWFST��
QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/��������������������1SJDF��JORVJSF�PG�UIF�QVCMJTIFS�
BU�CPPLTK��!HNBJM�DPN�PS�BVUIPS�BU�CBMBCBOPWB����!HNBJM�DPN

Celestial objects loom large in this collection of twenty-one haibun pre-
sented in Bulgarian and English, some three of which are here published 
GPS� UIF�đSTU� UJNF��ăF� DIBQCPPL�PQFOT�XJUI� UIF� WFSZ�đOF�QJFDF� i%JT-
tances,” a rumination on humanity’s lonely orbit of an insignificant star, 
DBQQFE�CZ�iTVOĔPXFS�đFME��� UIF� TVO�SPPUFE��� JO� UIF� TLZ�u�"OPUIFS� UFO�
haibun also channel the sun, moon, and stars, making space and time a 
dominant theme. Balabanova is especially sensitive to intimations of in-
finity in finite things: a broken watch whose “long hand races in vain,” 
“two snowmen, kissing each other for the first time” for years, “children 
XIP�OFWFS�HSFX�VQ�u�*O�POF�PG�IFS�CFTU�QJFDFT�i0ME�1IPUPu�UIF�OBSSBUPS�
often looks at a picture of her parents, holding her in their arms. “Years 
pass by. My mother and father from the picture become younger than 
me, then younger than my daughter and my son.”

measuring the time
between sunset and twilight . . .
a cuckoo 

The Birds Sing Anyway� CZ� (FPSHF� %PSTUZ� 	8JOETPS� $5��� #VEEIB�
#BCZ� 1SFTT� ����
�� ���� QBHFT�� ���¤ ���� (MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPS� DBSE� DPWFST��
QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�UIF�BVUIPS�
BU������4IPXBMUFS�3PBE�:PSLUPXO�7"�������

%PSTUZ�T�TFDPOE�CPPL�PG�TFMFDUFE�IBJLV�TFOSZV�BOE�TNBMM�QPFNT�JT�TIPU�
through with dualities. Each haiku is “a song of myself,” each a manifesta-
UJPO�PG�UIF�QPFU�T�IVOHFS�GPS�FYQFSJFODF�BOE�UIF�FYQFSJFODF�PG�FYQSFTTJOH�
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UIBU�FYQFSJFODF��4PNF�OJOFUZ�QPFNT�BSSBOHFE�JO�TJY�VOUJUMFE�QBSUT�FYQMPSF�
Buddhist spirituality, the banalities of daily living, the idylls of childhood, 
the sorrows of aging, and the hopes and fears that make things matter. Al-
together, a rewarding read. the poet pecks / at his typewriter / hunger moon; 
a meadow takes over / the meadow I planted— / summer sabbatical; fallow 
field— / what will be written / between the furrows 

Reckoning with Winter: A Haiku Hailstorm, by Robert Epstein (West 
6OJPO�8�7��� .JEEMF� *TMBOE� 1SFTT� ����
�� ���� QBHFT�� ���¤ ���� (MPTTZ�
four-color card covers; perfectbound. ISBN 978-1-7335979-1-3. Price: 
$16.00 from online booksellers. Turning the Page to Old, by Robert Ep-
TUFJO�	8FTU�6OJPO�8�7���.JEEMF�*TMBOE�1SFTT�����
������QBHFT��� ��¤ ����
Glossy four-color card covers; perfectbound. ISBN 978-1-7335979-5-1. 
Price: $15.00 from online booksellers.

Epstein, a psychotherapist living in the San Francisco Bay area, is single-
handedly creating a new form—therapy haiku. He is author or editor 
of at least twenty chapbooks of haiku dealing with illness and pain, re-
covery, death awareness, grief, loss, mourning, and with notions of the 
sacred and the afterlife. In the two collections noted here, he comes to 
terms with winter and aging. Both books offer an enjoyable, light read for 
anyone cheered by humorous quips and aphorisms as well as senryu and 
haiku, the best of which probe beneath the surface of ordinary suffering. 
winter writing / I concentrate / on the draft (Reckoning); not yet / a death 
poem the morning / glory opens (Turning). 

Luna di un Girasole���4VOĔPXFS�.PPO���4POOFOCMPPNNPOE�CZ�-VDJB�
'POUBOB�	8JODIFTUFS�7B���3FE�.PPO�1SFTT�����
�����QBHFT������¤ �����
(MPTTZ�GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/��������������������
Price: $15.00 from www.redmoonpress.com

Another nicely conceived chapbook from Red Moon Press, this one with 
cover art and two haiga as well as haiku presented in English, Italian, and 
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German by the Italian haijin and visual artist, Lucia Fontana. Fontana 
fingers the emotional vibrations of relationship in her life—as daughter, 
lover, mother—and strums, too, feelings of connection between cloud 
and dove, skyscraper and moon, self and universe: all that longing / to be 
together / sunflower moon. Some of the work veers towards the sentimen-
tal, relying overmuch on the unearned impact of images and concepts 
such as moon, dream, love, or heart. But the best of it gives voice to a 
unique sensibility, all the more apparent at times in the original Italian. 
Consider the one-line haiku: snowy field and three blackbirds … ellipses. In 
English, the poem certainly conjures Wallace Stevens’s 13 Ways of Look-
ing at a Blackbird� ZFU� FYQBOET� JO�BOE�PG� JUTFMG�XIFO� UIF� *UBMJBO�XPSET�
for ellipses—puntini di sospensione—are deconstructed, word for word, 
JOUP�EPUT�	QPJOUT
�PG�TVTQFOTJPO��0OF�NPSF�GBWPSJUF��certain / that noth-
ing is mine / clear skies 

Selected Haiku, by Yoshihiko Furuta, trans. Eric Selland (India: Cyber-
XJU�����
�����QBHFT������¤ �����.BUUF� GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�DPWFST�� TBEEMF�
TUBQMFE��*4#/�������������������� �1SJDF���������GSPN�XXX�DZCFSXJU�
net

In the preface to Selected Haiku, Furuta provides the aesthetic founda-
tions for the book’s “surreal” haiku—over seventy of them, some appar-
ently new, others selected from three previous collections. Interested in 
Japanese innovations in “abstract haiku,” yet uncertain how to understand 
JU�IF�UBLFT�IJT�DVF�GSPN�UIF�QIJMPTPQIFS�.JDIFM�)FOSZ�T�FYQMJDBUJPO�PG�
Kandinsky’s art: “The Kandinskian equation can now be written as fol-
lows: Interior=interiority=invisible=life=pathos=abstract.”  For Furuta, 
this translates into haiku that intuitively evoke “invisible” things” at “the 
limit of language.” The result: haiku tartare, a raw meal of sensory brico-
lage, irrational imagery, and impossible mind-worlds. A solitary habit / 
a battledore paddle / with green lips; Everywhere liquid, / an insect trap / 
made from a musical score; Heat waves: / it takes thirty thousand years / for 
a tree to become a bird 
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23� CZ� (BSZ� )PUIBN� 	(SFFO� 3JWFS� 7U�� -POHIPVTF� ����
�� �� QBHFT��
����¤ �����(MPTTZ� HSFFO� DBSE� DPWFST�� BDDPSEJPO� GPME��/P� *4#/��1SJDF��
�������GSPN�UIF�QVCMJTIFS�BU�10�#PY������8FTU�#SBUUMFCPSP�75������

In this pocket-sized little book the inimitable Hotham loosely links 
twenty-three haiku that ring the changes on some signature themes. 
%XFMMJOH�PO�JOUFSQFOFUSBUJPOT�XBWF�PO�XBWF�ZFBS�PO�ZFBS�SBJO�PO�SBJO�
light in dark, dark in light, past and present, seen and unseen—this small 
circle of poems seems to begin where it ends and end where it begins, in 
contemplation of eternities. light / that can’t stay / full moon

500 Haiku of Sayumi Kamakura, trans. Sayumi Kamakura and James 
4IFB� 	*OEJB��$ZCFSXJU� ����
�� ���� QBHFT�� ���¤ �����(MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPS�
card covers; perfectbound. ISBN 978-93-88125-80-2. Price: $20.00 
from www.cyberwit.net

Imagine a “dream machine,” capable of recording the most private and 
interior of mental images and capable, too, of directly transmitting them 
as is to the apprehension of others. Such communication is impossible, 
of course, without first crawling over a fence of paints and papers, or the 
pens and inks of language. But Kamakura, one of the leading practitio-
ners of Japanese gendai haiku, comes close. 500 Haiku (in Japanese and 
&OHMJTI
�UFFNT�XJUI�B�QSJWBUF�JDPOPHSBQIZ�PG�JOOFS�FYQFSJFODF�BOE�NFO-
UBUJPO�UIBU�BU�UJNFT�DPOGPVOET�BU�UJNFT� JOTQJSFT��%SBXO�GSPN�IFS�Col-
lected Haiku QVCMJTIFE�JO�+BQBO�JO������BOE�IBSWFTUJOH�XPSL�GSPN������
to 2016, the poems in this book offer a glimpse of her journey as a poet. 
From the start Kamakura rejected haiku written in “calculated imitation 
of others and oneself ” in favor of a deeper, highly personal form, in her 
case shaped by a questing empathy for the phenomenal world, her life as a 
XPNBO�BOE�TNPMEFSJOH�EFTJSFT�iGPS�B�DPċO���B�XJOEPX���GPS�UIF�TFB�UIF�
XJOEu�GPS�iUIF�EBSLOFTT�CFIJOE�0SJPOu�GPS�FTDBQF�BOE�GPS�DPNNVOJPO��
The slightest friendship / between my fist / and the thunder; a camellia falls 
/ as a vagina closes / at noontime; Hiding an almost / empty stomach— / 
my sunglasses
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A Hole in the Light: The 2018 Red Moon Anthology of English-Language 
Haiku, ed. Jim Kacian and the Red Moon Editorial Staff (Winchester, 
7B���3FE�.PPO�1SFTT�����
������QBHFT������¤ ����(MPTTZ�GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�
DPWFST�� QFSGFDUCPVOE�� *4#/� ������������������� 1SJDF�� ������� GSPN�
www.redmoonpress.com

0ODF�BHBJO�UIF�FEJUPSJBM�TUBĈ�PG�3FE�.PPO�1SFTT�IBT�NBEF�BO�FYDFMMFOU�
selection of haiku, senryu, haibun, and other linked forms, as well as es-
says and book reviews, to represent the best English-language publica-
tions of 2018. It’s almost impossible to pick favorites, the quality is so 
VOJGPSNMZ�IJHI�CVU�DFSUBJO�QJFDFT� GSPN�VOFYQFDUFE�QMBDFT�PS� JO�VOFY-
pected form nevertheless standout. For this reader, that includes Melissa 
"MMFO�T� IBJCVO� iăSFF� %SFBNT� JO�8JOUFSu� +PIO� 4�� 0�$POOPS�T� FTTBZ�
i+PIO�0�$POOPS� JT�%FBEu� BOE�B� TVSF�IBOEGVM�PG�IBJLV�� full moon … / 
watchmen answering whistles / with whistles (Barnabas Ikéolúwa Adélékè, 
Nigeria); father’s gravestone / moss living / in his name (Christine Taylor, 
United States); shaping / imaginations / summer clouds (Gary Hotham, 
United States). Recommended.

New Resonance 11, ed. Jim Kacian and Julie Warther (Winchester, Va.: 
3FE�.PPO�1SFTT�����
������QBHFT�����¤ ����(MPTTZ�GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�DPW-
FST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�XXX�
redmoonpress.com

If ever you’ve picked up a wildflower guide to reacquaint yourself with 
blooms seen and loved before and to learn of new ones as yet unmet, 
that’s what it’s like to read each new volume of A New Resonance, Emerg-
ing Voices in English-Language Haiku��7PMVNF����JT�OP�FYDFQUJPO��"OE�
what a delight to contemplate the seventeen featured poets each in their 
own field of haiku—fifteen each. Recommended, for these favorites and 
much, much more: a bird note / quotient of / the blue ( Joseph Salvatore 
Aversano); the earth’s curve / entering the room / belly first (Tia Haynes); a 
dream I make of the just now (Hansha Teki).
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My Journal with Haiku Sprinkled in�CZ�%BWJE�(��-BOPVF�	/FX�0SMFBOT�
-B���1SJWBUFMZ�QSJOUFE�����
������QBHFT�����¤ ����.BUUF�GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�
DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/��������������������1SJDF��������TPĕDPWFS�
($2.99 Kindle) from www.amazon.com

Impossible not to be charmed by the disingenuous tone of Lanoue’s 
latest work, a year’s worth of journal entries or, as he suggests midway 
through the book, “ripped-from-life, haiku-sprinkled reflections” other-
XJTF�LOPXO�BT�IBJCVO��-BOPVF� JT� B�QSPGFTTPS�PG�&OHMJTI�BOE�BO�FYQFSU�
on Issa and it shows. He consciously models his journal on Issa’s 1819 
i0SBHV�IBSVu�<.Z�4QSJOH>�FWFO�BT�IF�FYQMPSFT�UIF�TFMG�SFGFSFOUJBM�UIFNFT�
of post-modern literature and contemporary memoir writing. And all to 
the good, the clever, the compulsively readable. We join the “burnt-out,” 
slightly pathetic, and outrageously humorous haiku poet as he ventures 
abroad for a conference or two and a mid-life crisis. In short order he 
becomes our garrulous guide to aging clumsily, skewering his and our 
pretensions to honesty and self-awareness, and sussing out connections 
between poetry, life, and enlightenment. The prose is limpid, colloquial, 
admirably well-crafted, and shot through with nostalgia, not only per-
TPOBM�CVU�QPFUJD��ăF�IBJLV�UIBU�GPMMPX�FBDI�FOUSZ�FWFO�BT�UIFZ�FYUFOE�
the narrative with pith, irony, and so forth, rarely work as standalone 
verse, but rather as strings of haikai-inspired verse meant to be read in 
DPOUFYU��*OEFFE�JO�UIF�EJEBDUJD�FTTBZ�UIBU�CSJOHT�UIF�KPVSOBM�UP�B�DMPTF�
Lanoue declares himself in favor of preserving pre-Shiki traditions of 
verse-making in renku. “Haiku poets,” he declares, “stand at a crossroads.” 
Either they continue Shiki’s “trajectory of de-spiritualizing haiku” or they 
cultivate return to Buddhist inspired understanding of the form. This 
may surprise those who see the übercontemporary in a poet who “put[s] 
on my gender” of a spring morning, but like the proverbial red jaguar, his 
is an understandable response to thinning hair—and well worth taking 
out for a spin. pink rollerblades / why can’t I / be fearless?;  crying tears / of 
pigeon shit / the bronze king; visiting / the dead poet’s house / old men only
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Alive & In Use, by Charlotte Mandel (American Fork, Utah: Kelsay Books, 
����
�� ���QBHFT�� ���¤ ����(MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPS� DBSE� DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��
*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�POMJOF�CPPLTFMMFST�

Mandel is a retired writing teacher and published poet of “prose poems, 
poems in free verse, [as well as] formal received or nonce forms.” Recently 
TIF�IBT�UVSOFE�IFS�QFO�UP�IBJCVO�XJUI�OJDF�SFTVMUT��"T�NJHIU�CF�FYQFDU-
ed, the prose consistently sings with vibrant and compelling metaphors. 
Unfortunately, the haiku too often pale in comparison, especially those 
POF�JNBHF�LV�UIBU�EP�OPU�TVDDFTTGVMMZ�FTUBCMJTI�TPNF�DPNQFMMJOH�KVYUB-
QPTJUJPO�PS�EJTKVODUJPO��ăBU�TBJE�UIF�DPMMFDUJPO�JODMVEFT�TPNF�FYDFMMFOU�
IBJCVO�JO�XIJDI�UIF�SVC�PG�QSPTF�BOE�QPFN�JHOJUFT�NPNFOUT�PG�FYRVJTJUF�
consciousness. Mining years of “freely” scribbled diaries, Mandel recalls 
landscapes and relationships with a heart wide open to a full accounting 
of the moment. In Begonia, for instance, she places a tiny blossom, visibly 
browning, back in the ceramic pot from which it has fallen, “onto damp 
earth shaded by a leafed stem bearing buds about to open.” The piece ends 
XJUI�iNZ�IVTCBOE�T�BTIFT���CVSJFE�CFTJEF���B�UBMM�QJOF�USFF�u�.BOEFM�T�LFFO�
sensibility for what one might call the oneness of the life-force shines in 
perhaps the best piece in the collection, September’s First Monday. Medi-
tating on a sun-warmed dandelion, she feels the “downy petals” on her 
cheek as “the flower’s crown wobbles.” The capping ku makes meaning in 
UIF�TJMFOU�JOUFSTUJDFT�PG�B�EFFQMZ�GFMU�JOUVJUJPO��iGPOUBOFM�QVMTF���JO�UIF�DVQ�
PG�NZ�IBOE���PODF�u��

Postmark, by John Martone (No place [Charleston, Ill.]: Tufo, 2019). 
����QBHFT�����¤ ����(MPTTZ�CMBDL�BOE�XIJUF�DBSE�DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��/P�
ISBN. Price: inquire of the author at johnmartone@gmail.com. Home-
lands, by John Martone (No place [Charleston, Ill.]: Tufo, 2019). 370 
QBHFT�����¤ � ���#MBDL�BOE�XIJUF�DBSE�DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��/P�*4#/��
Price: inquire of the author at johnmartone@gmail.com

These two recent collections of terse thoughts and probable verse from 
+PIO�.BSUPOF�TIBSF�UIF�TBNF�FQJHSBQI�GSPN�"MDNBFʹO�PG�$SPUPO��i8F�
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perish because we cannot join the beginning to the end.” Thus, two diary-
like perseverations on a common theme. More than this, it is difficult to 
say. Postmark reads like a word hoard punctuated with some gorgeous 
ku. Homelands, at four times the length, tosses images into the air like so 
NBOZ�FYQFSJNFOUBM�CJSET�iUVSOJOH�BOE�UVSOJOH�JO�UIF�XJEFOJOH�HZSFu�
understandably, the center threatens not to hold. Both collections are 
studded with poems in Italian, as the narrator journeys forth to discover 
you can’t go home again. From Postmark: trash blown into / a winter yard 
// the house / full of belongings, February 2 / a single bird changes the sea-
son; fibonacci / I’ll never get out of my shell. From Homelands: homeland / 
/ were / words / earth; a mote— / where I // am meant / to be; an old bird 
doesn’t enter the cage

World Haiku 15, ed. Ban’ya Natsuishi ( Japan: World Haiku Asso-
DJBUJPO� ����
�� ���� QBHFT�� � ��¤ ����� (MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPS� DBSE� DPWFST��
QFSGFDUCPVOE�� *4#/� ������������������� 1SJDF�� ������� GSPN� XXX�
worldhaiku.net

The World Haiku Association, directed by Ban’ya Natsuishi, dedicates 
JUTFMG�UP�UIF�SFDPHOJUJPO�BOE�FODPVSBHFNFOU�PG�iFYDFMMFODF�JO�IBJLV�XJUI-
out losing appreciation for local and cultural norms.” Since the found-
ing conference in 2000, international gatherings have taken place every 
couple of years and since 2005 have been complemented with an annual 
multilingual World Haiku anthology, of which this is the 15th volume. 
i����IBJLV�JO����MBOHVBHFT�CZ�����QPFUT�GSPN����DPVOUSJFTu�BSF�GFBUVSFE�
along with several essays, a conference report, and announcements of 
book publications by members. In keeping with the WHA mission, the 
volume reads from front to back in English and from back to front in 
Japanese; essays appear in several languages (not all translated into Eng-
lish), and haiku, too, appear in the poet’s native tongue and in English 
	FYDFQUJOH�IBJLV�JO�'SFODI
��0G�OPUF�/BUTVJTIJ�EJTDVTTFT�JO�'SFODI�1BVM�
$MBVEFM�T�i$FOU�1ISBTFT�QPVS�&WFOUBJMTu�BOE�#P�-JMMF�PG�%FONBSL�PĈFST�
TPNF�DPNQFMMJOH�DSBĕ�BEWJDF�JO�&OHMJTI�GPS�NJOJNBMJ[JOH�IBJLV��0UIFS-
wise: The moon hanging / over a bare tree / bitter like a gong (T. Bukhchu-
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luu, Inner Mongolia); an old port / the north wind stretching the ropes / of 
tied souls�	%JNJUSJK�»LSL�4MPWFOJB
��J’aime voir nue / La belle qui danse / 
Rien que la flame�<*�MJLF�UP�TFF�OBLFE���ăF�EBODJOH�CFBVUZ���/PUIJOH�CVU�
the flame] (Mohammed Bennis, Morocco). 

Last Night of the Carnival, by Marsh Muirhead (Winchester, Va.: Red 
.PPO�1SFTT�����
�����QBHFT������¤ �����(MPTTZ�GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�DPWFST��
QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�XXX�SFE-
moonpress.com

Muirhead’s second collection seamlessly combines haiku and senryu, hu-
NPS�BOE�QBUIPT�QBTU�BOE�QSFTFOU�FYQFSJFODF�JO�BO�FOFSHFUJD�IJLF�UISPVHI�
the seasons of older age. There’s enough fun and games to get the kinks 
out. Nevertheless, the just perceptible, underlying mood is somber, as 
brief references to illness, sorrow, and death mingle with moments of 
insight and awareness poignantly gleaned from a life still well-lived. A 
triptych of poems based on the title image suggest that we have come to 
BO�JOFWJUBCMF�UVSOJOH�QPJOU�B�đOBM�SFDLPOJOH�XJUI�iBMM�UIF�NFO���*�NJHIU�
have been”. Nicely done. last night of the carnival / an autumn chill / in 
the diesel fumes; last night of the carnival / she takes a selfie / in the house of 
mirrors; last night of the carnival / the tilt-a-whirl / whirling empty

The Deer’s Bandanna� CZ� %BWJE� 0BUFT� 	$PMVNCVT� (B��� #SJDL� 3PBE�
1PFUSZ� 1SFTT� ����
�� ���� QBHFT�� ���¤ ����.BUUF� GPVS�DPMPS� DBSE� DPWFST��
perfectbound. ISBN 978-0-9979559-6-5. Price: $15.95 from www.
brickroadpoetrypress.com

ăJT�JT�%BWJE�0BUFT�T�TFDPOE�DIBQCPPL�GSPN�B�TNBMM�TPVUIFSO�QSFTT�EFEJ-
cated to publishing contemporary poetry “rich with sensory image and 
metaphor” that also “entertains, amuses, edifies, and surprises a wide au-
EJFODF�PG�BQQSFDJBUJWF�SFBEFST�u��0BUFT�T�IBJLV�BOE�TFOSZV�FTQFDJBMMZ�UIF�
TFOSZV��TVSFMZ�DIFDL�CPUI�CPYFT��"T�UIF�FQPOZNPVT�IBJLV�JO�UIJT�DPM-
lection suggests, the poet seems particularly drawn to momentary splices 
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of the human and the natural and the ironies, insights, and conundrums 
that ensue. Comedian, radio show host (“Wordland,” streaming from 
XVHB�PSH
�BOE�TQPLFO�XPSE�QPFU�0BUFT�DBO�HP�GPS�UIF�KPLF�SBUIFS�UIBO�
UIF�KVY�CVU�PWFSBMM�UIF�LOPUT�IF�UJFT�IPME�đSN���shining in the sun / plastic 
bags woven / in an osprey’s nest; weeks of Nutcracker rehearsals / then two 
performances / months of earworms; no one knows why / he has a bandanna 
/ the wild deer

Cosmic Symphony (A Haiku Collection), by Pravat Kumar Padhy (India: 
$ZCFSXJU�OFU�����
�����QBHFT�����¤ 22cm. Glossy four-color card covers; 
perfectbound. ISBN 978-81-8253-673-9. Price: Rupees 200; $15.00 US 
from Amazon India or contact info@cyberwit.net  

Front loaded with twenty-five pages of foreword, preface, and an essay on 
“Haiku: A Scientific Art,” the curtains finally part for a view of the stars, 
Padhy’s debut collection of over a hundred haiku relating earth-bound 
affairs to stellar matters. Intense bursts of light from a few meteors and 
other celestial bodies make hanging around for the full planetarium show 
worthwhile. milky way— / lightning splits / the darkness; half moon— / 
the child wonders / the rest; love making— / the moon leaning / over the 
tides

Triptych� CZ�,BMB�3BNFTI�%PO�#BJSE� BOE�)BOTIB�5FLJ� 	8JODIFTUFS�
7B���3FE�.PPO�1SFTT� ����
�� ����QBHFT�� ����¤ �����(MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPS�
DBSE� DPWFST�� QFSGFDUCPVOE�� *4#/� ������������������� 1SJDF�� �������
from www.redmoonpress.com

A triptych is a picture on three panels, typically hinged together and 
used as an altarpiece; alternatively, a set of three associated artistic 
works intended to be appreciated together. Both definitions suit this 
DIBQCPPL�CZ�,BMB�3BNFTI�%PO�#BJSE�BOE�)BOTIB�5FLJ��"O�BĕFSXPSE�
CZ� #BJSE� FYQMBJOT� UIF� QPFUT�T� TIBSFE� QVSQPTF�UP� MJOL� iUIF� CSFWJUZ� PG�
being in the moment” with the “story of the rise, fall, and recovery of 
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humanity.”  Each poet paints his or her own panel of the triptypch in 
a score of “dream-room” haiku. In the first panel, titled “In the Begin-
ning,” Ramesh takes the reader from spring through winter in an idyllic, 
sensuous world which only at the last reveals its underlying grimness. In 
UIF�DFOUSBM�QBOFM�iăF�$PMMBQTFu�#BJSE�FYQMPSFT�UIF�TUBTJT�PG�DPME�IVO-
ger, addiction, war, the anomie of modern living. In the third panel, Teki 
rolls time backwards, from winter to autumn, summer to spring, as if 
to rewrite history before it’s too late. Slowly, Baird’s imagery of despair 
transforms to a new “baptismal” dawn, a return to the world as first de-
TDSJCFE�CZ�3BNFTI��&BDI�QBOFM�IJOHFT�XJUI�UIF�OFYU�JO�B�TVQFSC�MJOLBHF�
of haiku, heightening the thoughtfulness that characterizes the collec-
tion throughout. morning raga …  / a honeybee attempts / to waken the bud 
(Ramesh); glacial melt / the seal’s voice also / lost at sea (Baird); there and 
there / so near still / a mayfly’s was (Teki). 

So Many Miles: Fifty Senryu� CZ� 0MJWJFS� 4DIPQGFS� 	</P� QMBDF>�� "MJFO�
#VEEIB�1SFTT�����
�����QBHFT�����¤ ����(MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPS� DBSE�DPWFST��
perfectbound. ISBN 978-10-90237-958. Price: $9.99 from www.ama-
zon.com

In this, his second collection of haiku, Schopfer reveals himself as a high-
ly accomplished flaneur, one who walks the city streets and their byways 
with a keen eye for the humorous, the pathetic, and the ironic in human 
affairs. Pub life, love life, end of life—all are grist for his mill of largely 
accessible, well-wrought senryu, a few of which succeed just at the edge 
of abstraction.  the pub waitress / smiles at me / beer foam spilling over; 
funeral / at long last / the whole family together; social me me me media

The Distance I’ve Come: My Haiku Journey, by Adelaide B. Shaw (India: 
$ZCFSXJU� ����
�� ��� QBHFT�� ����¤ �����(MPTTZ� GPVS�DPMPS� DBSE� DPWFST��
QFSGFDUCPVOE�� *4#/�������������������� 1SJDF�� ������� GSPN�XXX�DZ-
berwit.net
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Adelaide Shaw’s second chapbook of one hundred haiku covers an entire 
life’s worth of intense sensory memories and other moments of being. 
-BSHFMZ� SFOEFSFE�BT�EFTDSJQUJWF� TMJDFT�PG� FYQFSJFODF� UIFTF� GSBHNFOUT�PG�
awareness often enough give way to deeper intuitions. By far the most 
affecting grouping of poems graces the final section of the book, “The 
Last Part,” as Shaw works through bereavement, anger, and loneliness, to-
wards acceptance of “the way it is.” spring sunshine / Mom’s nimble fingers 
stretching / curtains on a rack; between morning chores / I open the door— / 
lilacs in the rain; one year later / along the cemetery creek / greening willows

The Weight of Moonlight, by the Spring Street Haiku Group (New York: 
4FJECPBSE�8PSME�&OU������
�����QBHFT�����¤ �����(MPTTZ�CMBDL�BOE�XIJUF�
DBSE�DPWFST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��/P�*4#/��1SJDF��������GSPN�QVCMJTIFS�BU�10�
#PY�����/FX�:PSL�/:�������PS�CZ�1BZ1BM�UP�1BZQBM!TFJECPBSE�DPN

A collection of one to four haiku each from twelve members of the Spring 
Street Haiku Group begins with a smart introduction by Mykel Board 
about chance associations in art and haiku. Not by accident, the haiku 
feature some quintessential observations of New York and the world be-
yond city limits, too. Central Park / in a birder’s binoculars / rain on a 
maple leaf (Carl Patrick); subway saxophone / that high note held / extra 
long (Miriam Borne); from behind layers of cloud / the calls of passing geese 
/ one stray (Efren Estevez).

A History of Modern Haiku, by Charles Trumbull (Lincoln, Ill.: Modern 
)BJLV�1SFTT�����
������QBHFT������¤ �����(MPTTZ�GPVS�DPMPS�DBSE�DPW-
FST��QFSGFDUCPVOE��*4#/��������������������1SJDF���������GSPN�XXX�
modernhaiku.org

In celebration of Modern Haiku’s 50th year, Trumbull’s fascinating his-
tory of the journal and its editors becomes a history of English-language 
haiku as well. More, it pays tribute to the hundreds of poets whose haiku 
graced the pages of Modern Haiku and thereby helped shape modern 
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haiku. For anyone interested in where we’ve been and where we’re go-
ing, this account is not to be missed.  Kite in the wind / tying boy and 
sky / together (Bonnie May Malody, 5.3); In daisies / we turn around / 
older�	3BZNPOE�3PTFMJFQ�����
��it didn’t bother us at first the crack in the 
bedroom wall (Ruth Holzer, 35.1); on the rim / of a soap bubble / all this 
	.BSL�#SBHFS�����
��eraser���our grandson asks / why�	%FC�,PFO�����
�

after night rain, by John McManus. ([No place]: Bones, journal for con-
temporary haiku�O�E�� <����>
��&�DIBQCPPL��"WBJMBCMF� BU�IUUQ���CPOFT-
KPVSOBM�DPN�FTTBZT�JOEFY�IUNM

Hosted by the online journal, bones, this little e-book features thirty-five 
IBJLV�BMNPTU�BMM�PG�XIJDI�BSF�POF�MJOFST�QSPCJOH�UIF�FYQFSJNFOUBM�FOE�
of haiku composition. Not necessarily for the faint of heart, this collec-
UJPO�UJOHFE�XJUI�JNBHFSZ�GSPN�DMBTTJDBM�DJWJMJ[BUJPO�FYQMPSFT�NPEFSO�MJGF�
on the edge of just bearable; the saving graces of poetry and love offer-
ing only uncertain deliverance from our journey through the labyrinth. 
"MUPHFUIFS�FYDFMMFOU��piercing the fog the minotaur’s horns; waking from a 
dreamless sleep horses with outstretched wings; where the trees grow sick of 
all my problems 

in a flash, by Alan S. Bridges (Great Britain: Snapshot Press, 2019). E-
DIBQCPPL� GSFF� BDDFTT� BOE� EPXOMPBE� GSPN� XXX�TOBQTIPUQSFTT�DP�VL�
ebooks.htm

"MM�BCPBSE�GPS�UXFOUZ�IBJLV�TFOSZV�BCPVU�USBJOT��#SJEHFT�UPVDIFT�PO�KVTU�
about every aspect of the train journey as metaphor. The result: a delight-
GVM�JOTJHIUGVM�FYFSDJTF�JO�UPQJDBM�DPOTUBODZ�BOE�FYQSFTTJWF�EJWFSTJUZ��from 
an artichoke field / row after row / of people on a train; eastbound / leafing 
back through the book I read / westbound; train the shape of the river
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Ferry Crossing, ed. Patricia Machmiller (Calif.: Two Autumns Press, 
����
�� ��� QBHFT�� ����¤ �����.BUUF� GPVS�DPMPS� DBSE� DPWFST�� TBEEMF�TUB-
pled. No ISBN. Price: $10.00 inquire of susantolin@gmail.com 

Ferry Crossing celebrates The Haiku Poets of Northern California’s thir-
tieth annual Two Autumns reading, The current anthology contains the 
work of four strong poets (Terry Ann Carter, Garry Gay, Jessica Malone 
Latham, and paul m), and if you were able to attend the reading in per-
son, you were treated to four distinct, yet genuine voices in ELH. Edi-
tor Machmiller has done a fine job of representing each individual voice, 
picking poems that showcase each poet’s range. If you missed the reading 
this is your chance to join the celebration.

Harvesting Stones, by Matthew Caretti (Great Britain: Snapshot Press, 
2019). E-chapbook, free access and download from www.snapshotpress.
DP�VL�FCPPLT�IUN

In a connected series of eighteen haibun, Caretti tells the story of his 
father’s slow death from cancer. The prose is clipped into sentence frag-
ments, as if it hurts to speak, as if only the barest essence of this jour-
ney through disbelief, hope, resignation, release may be bearably related. 
$BSFUUJ�T�IBJLV�TQBSJOHMZ�VOFSSJOHMZ�FYQBOE�UIF�FNPUJPOBM�TDPQF�PG�UIF�
OBSSBUJWF�XJUI�VOFYQFDUFE�UPVDIJOH�JNBHFSZ�� �*O�UIF�QJFDF�i$PNQMJDB-
tions,” which comes near the end of the collection and of his father’s 
life, Caretti wonders at the effects of morphine, given to quell the pain. 
“Warms his heart. Tenderness like she [his mother] has never seen. Vul-
nerability. He becomes his tears. His gratitude.”

bitter cold
of the parking lot
dashboard glow
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A taste of Issa�USBOT��BOE�FE��%BWJE�(��-BOPVF�	/FX�0SMFBOT�-B���)BJ-
LV(VZ�����
������QBHFT������¤ ����.BUUF�CMBDL�BOE�XIJUF�DBSE�DPWFST��
perfectbound. ISBN 978-1-7333016-1-9. Price: $13.99 from online 
booksellers

Lanoue is undoubtedly one of Issa’s strongest scholars, and he has pub-
lished a number of critical studies on the poet’s work. In 2012 he pub-
lished Issa’s Best: A Translator’s Selection of Master Haiku, which included 
twelve hundred of the master's poems. A Taste of Issa is essentially a re-
print of that earlier work with some immaterial changes in poems, plus 
the added inclusion of the original Japanese, romanized transliterations, 
and some helpful commentary. If you are looking for a substantial collec-
tion of Issa’s best work this updated version is the place to start.


